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Faculty
offices
to get
face-lift
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By Melissa Matchalc
Staff Writer

Faculty offices are now undergoing renovation for the first time
in 25 years.
Dan Johnson, associate vice
president for the facilities development and operations department, said the offices haven’t
been addressed in any way, shape
or form for many years. Of the
approximately 470 offices on campus, 40 were renovated during
the first phase which began in
July, 1998 according to John
Skyberg, manager of building
trades in the facilities department. Skyberg said the offices
included in the first phase were
in the Business Tower, the
Natural Sciences building, the
Faculty Office building, the Art
building and in Dudley Moorhead
Hall.
Skyberg said the second phase
began in January and will continue until the set of 55 offices
scheduled to be renovated during
the phase is complete. Offices in
this phase include those in the
Faculty Office building and the
Industrial Studies building.
Johnson said the renovations
are part of an ongoing deferred
maintenance cycle, which has
of
renovations
included
restrooms, public spaces, classrooms and now faculty offices.
"We look to our working and
school environment to better our
experience here. We forget about
the faculty offices because they’re
not public space," Johnson said.
"Imagine being a faculty member
with no office changes for niore
than 30 years."
According to Skyberg, the
offices were divided into four criteria to decide which would be
renovated first. He said department deans were asked to rank
the offices in their department as
urgent, priority, needed or
deferred. Some faculty didn’t
want their offices to be renovated
until the end of the project or at
all, according to Skyberg.
Veril Phillips, executive assistant to the Provost, who sent the
memo to the dean of each department, said the main purpose of
the memo was to have the deans
establish a category of priority
offices.
"Realizing that we cannot do
each office at the same time, we
needed some method of determining how urgent the need (for renovation) was: Phillips said.
At the Oct. 5, 1998 SJSU
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Six alarm blaze
wreaks havoc
By Adam Pavlacka
Sailor StaffWriter

Two Sail Jose firefighters were injured
in a six alarm fire that lit up downtown
San Jose Thursday afternoon and well
into the evening.
The fire occurred in a vacant building
located at N. First and Julian streets. The
building was owned by the Barry Swenson
Builder company.
Barry Swenson is a San Jose State
University alumnus.
The San Jose Fire Department was
first alerted to the fire at 4:03 p.m. By 6:45
p.m. the fire was officially contained, but
not declared under control, according to
Deputy Chief Gerry Kohlmann.
In addition to the fire department, personnel and equipment from the Santa
Clara Fire Department were on site to
assist with the situation, according to
Russell Hayden of the fire department.
San Jose police also closed down the sur-

rounding streets in a one block radio,
from the fire.
"We have approximately 100 fire personnel on the scene," Kohlmann said.
A problem with fighting the fire was a
number of hidden fires within the building. The hidden fires would cause the
blaze to flare up unpredictably, Kohlmann
said. The fire could not be declared under
control unless the fire department could
ensure all the hidden fires were extinguished, Kohlmann said.
"We’ll be out here all night," Kohlmann
said.
There was no reported cause as to the
start of the fire, but it is under investigation, Kohlmann said. The building was
considered old, and did not have adequate
fire safety measures, Kohlmann said. It
did not have the same support requirements modern buildings have, and it did
not have sprinklers or fire walls inside.
These factors contributed to the fire’s

See Blaze, page 6

Dal Sugano/Spartan Daily
(Above) Santa Clara and San Jose city firefighters fight a six alarm fire at a vacant
building Thursday on First and Julian streets. The fire was called in at 4:03 p.m. and
was contained by 6:45p.m.

Sugano/Spartan Daily
San Jose firefighters try to extinguish a six alarm fire in a vacant building Thursday
at First and Julian streets. Two firefighters were injured when a brick wall fell on them.
They were taken to San Jose Medical Center.

See Office, page 6

Summit promotes umty
By Lance Swanson
Staff ’Writer

The San Jose State University
African Unity Summit will be
held between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m.
Saturday, starting with the opening ceremony at Sweeney Hall.
The summit, which is part of
the African American Awareness
Month celebration, is bringing
people together to promote
African culture. The festival is
free for all who wish to attend.
After the opening ceremony,
which will feature traditional
African dance and music, there
will be various workshops promoting African American culture
and art. The workshops will convene at the Student Union at 10
a.m. and will continue until 1 p.m.
Janelle Green, sophomore
speech pathology major and one
of the event’s coordinators, said
the summit exists to link black
Americans with their African heritage. She also said she wants
black students to promote positive societal change within both
cultures. Events like the African
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Unity Summit can help students
be more aware of the social landscape, Green said.
"We want people to get a better
sense of the importance of being
aware that we can be vehicles for
positive change," Green said. "We
just want people to enjoy themselves and enjoy the African culture."
The open microphone portion
of the summit, which also
includes a free lunch catered by
Subway, is scheduled for 1 p.m. at
the Student Union.
Festival goers who would like
to express themselves during the
open mike performances are
encouraged to do so. Students can
convey their feelings through
music, poetry or spoken word performance. They are also encouraged to collaborate with the audience.
"We hope to have a positive
interaction between the performer and the audience," Green
said.
Chavone Guthery, clerical
assistant for the Multi Cultural

See Unity, page 6
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Greeks no longer shy away from gays
By Adam Pavlacka
Senior Staff Writer

Imagine living with a group of
people for four years and hiding
who you are.
Imagine being afraid of losing
your good friends because of a
secret.
Imagine standing in front of
140 of your closest friends and
telling them you are gay.
Sara Sperling doesn’t have to
she has
imagine these things

first hand experience with all of
them.
Currently, Sperling is the assistant director of the Center for
Student Leadership at Santa
Clara University, but during her
college years she was just another
sister living in the Alpha Phi
sorority at the University of
California, Irvine. Then, in her
senior year, Sperling did what she
calls one of the scariest things in
her life. She "came out" to her
sorority sisters and told them she
was gay.

kV$H
WEEK
"It was very scary," Sperling
said. " had support from my
friends, but you never know what

the reaction is going to be from
140 women."
"Coming out" refers to becoming openly gay. Homosexuals who
hide the fact they are gay are said
to be "in the closet."
The decision to come out is a
difficult experience, according to
Beckie Bowen, the president and
founder of Delta Lambda Kappa,
San Jose State University’s only
openly gay sorority. The sorority
was founded in the fall semester,
1996.

See Greek, page 6

Lecturers seek to set record straight about Ebonics
By Cindy Arora
StedrWriter

Thom Huebner, professor of linguistics at San Jose State
University, wants students to
understand Ebonies is about language, not race.
The first lecture on Ebonics
will be given from 1:30 to 3:30
p.m. Feb. 19, in room 189 in the
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Engineering building, according
to Huebner. The lecture is cosponsored by the linguistics and
language development program,
African-American studies department and the College of
Humanities.
Huebner said Ebonies is a
term that refers to what linguists
call African American Vernacular.
It is a dialect of English that is

predominately spoken in AfricanAmerican communities.
According to Huebner, Ebonics
came into controversy when the
Oakland school board tried to
make Ebonies a part of there
bilingual education so they could
receive financial support .
The Oakland School board did
not receive the funds for the
African -American students who

FORUM
’The Flip Side’ gives its Heloise
impersonation and offers fire
safety tips Page 2

were academically underachieving because they spoke Ebonics.
"It was controversial because
people have deep-rooted feelings
on language," Huebner said.
There will be three speakers at
the lecture who will be discussing
language, culture and African
communities.

See Ebonics, page 6
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Fire safety important to students, faculty
Clinton trial over
but events prior
to, not forgotten
Finally, the White House soap opera is over. No
more Monica Lewinsky, Linda Tripp and Ken
Starr they can now go into exile, write their
books and try to cash in on their 15 minutes of
infamy.
William Jefferson Clinton and his mistakes, on
thanks to his
the other hand, will still be around
partisan democrats and a few liberal republican
senators.
Clinton can now try to do the impossible: salvage
his presidency and try to make people forget about
his past affairs.
Clinton’s once-good political reputation will be
forever overshadowed by his personal life.
The public and history books for that matter
will no longer describe him as a president who lowered the deficit and increased social welfare and
international relations.
He’s the kinky guy who puts cigars into a 20year-old intern.
Most importantly, despite the dark cloud over
Clinton, the public and senate are content sticking
with him as president.
His approval rating is still strong, maybe even
higher than before.
The public either defends him or claims it’s none
of our business "He can have a personal life, too."
The only people who attack him are militant
right-wingers, the kind of people who pay atttention
to the Rev. Jerry Falwell (i.e. Ken Starr).
The repurcussions of Clinton’s actions will haunt
the country, however.
The president is not a regular guy who should be
judged like everyone else.
He represents truth, justice, the American way
and all that stuff you’ve been fed.
The way the president goes is the way society
goes.
If the president of the United States, the most
powerful position in the world, can go behind doors
and break the laws he supports and the rules he follows, then what about the rest of the country?
After Clinton lied under oath and obstructed justice, breaking laws seem more tolerable if the president shows no regard for them.
Think about the average citizens who believe
they can get away with lying under oath the good
liars may get away with it, but some fools who can’t
afford the President’s lawyers will get duped.
The judicial system is going in the wrong direction already, and Clinton’s situation is more proof
the system is flawed.
What about marriage? If the president can’t stay
faithful under constant public scrutiny, then the
whole idea of matrimony has gone farther into the
downward spiral.
We’re glad it’s over, but we won’t forget the past.

Children aren’t supposed to die. You’re supposed to be able to watch them kick in
their first goal during a soccer game.
You’re supposed to take them to see Disney
movies.
You’re supposed to help them learn their multiplication tables and hang their art on the
refrigerator door.
You’re supposed to see them grow up.
But that doesn’t happen when they die. It’s
especially hard when they die for a dumb reason.
It’s been almost two months since I lost three
children very close to my heart.
They died because of a house fire on
Christmas Day. ’Two of them never made it out of
the house. The third one, the eldest girl, held on
for a few days until the family decided to take
her off life support.
I watched her die.
There is nothing more heartbreaking than
holding a dead child’s cold, lifeless hand and
saying goodbye for the last time.
So, why am I writing about this?
No, I’m not going to lecture about loving children and recognizing their precious value.
Everyone should already know and do that.
What I do want to say is these deaths didn’t
have to happen. There’s something that could
have stopped this tragedy device five inches
in diameter a smoke alarm.
This isn’t something college students normally think about. We’re more concerned with alcohol detectors than smoke detectors.
But let’s face it, San Jose State University is
a commuter school. A majority of us live off-campus, either in our parents’ house or our own
homes.
So, it is up to us to be aware of fire safety, and
prepare by purchasing a smoke alarm.
Paying about $10 is not a lot when what you
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Pro -life Web site dangerous

Swains. Staff Writers Leah Bower, Adam Pelocka. Ginn.. White
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Perez is a hypocrite. How dare Perez
Jon
make any comment on the "spirit of Black
History Month."
My point isn’t that Perez, as a non-African
American, can’t have an opinion. My point is
that as executive editor of the Spartan Daily,
Perez has not made sure the Daily covered San
Jose State University’s "African American
Awareness Month."
February is almost over and there has yet to
be one story about the many on-campus events
being held in observance. There weren’t any last
year either.
The Daily cannot fall back on the old,"we didn’t know about it" excuse.
Event sponsors have done an excellent job of
mounting fliers and posters they’re everywhere. People are left to think that the Daily is
purposefully ignoring the campus’ African
American community.
Now, let’s address the commentary itself The
image of Black Sambo is but one of the many
popular stereotypes once held of African
Americans. The purpose of the exhibit, which
obviously went over Perez’s head, isn’t to glorify
these images but to remind people just how farreaching racism is.
There was a time when cartoonish images of
blacks could be found on everyday items such as
bags of flour, cookie jars and greeting cards. In
1910, the San Francisco Examiner had a comic
strip called "Ten Little Niggers." This is still
alive today. All you have to do is open your
kitchen cabinet and there’s Aunt Jemima and
Uncle Ben.
Ignoring something doesn’t make it go away.
That’s the point of the exhibit. Black history is
full of struggle and triumph. We continue to
struggle against the stereotypes that others
not shouting "fire" in a crowded the- hold against us.
There was a time when minorities weren’t
ater.
A poster offering $5,000 for anyone thought intelligent enough to attend college.
who "successfully persuades Crist to The fact that we’re here is a sign of our triumph.
turn from his child killing...?" targeted A newspaper is supposed to inform its readers.
They say the third time’s a charm. After ignora St. Louis physician, Robert Crist.
An unknown person fired shots into ing African Arnerican Awareness Month for the
the playroom of Crist’s children in the past two years, maybe the Daily will remember
middle of the night after this "wanted" us in 2000.
poster was displayed.
These are called bounties, boys and
Genoa Barrow
girls, and there’s always some
journalism
deranged, devout lunatic out there to
"convince" (more like scare the crap
out of) these doctors not to go to work
the next day.
For heaven’s sake, I thought the purpose was to
protect children.
Correction
Now they’re being shot at to scare their momIn a Feb. 18 issue of the Spartan Daily, the person
mies and daddies.
pictured in "Ashes to ashes" Wednesday was
Since the trial, the Web site has been shut down
Gilda Carrasco
by the carrier, Mindspring.
Neal Horsley, the owner of the Web site, is looking for a new carrier.
His new Web site will be devoted to publicly
identifying women seeking abortions.
REALITY CHECK
BY DAVE WHAMOND
Does this sound like blatant harassment to
anyone else?
ILE CREAM AND CAkE ?
Horsley, leave women alone. Doesn’t your own
NrArArmA. tsicPE . I HAVE
life have enough problems to keep you occupied
YrAl MAN HERE AS Gar*
You claim to be pro-life, but I think you should
Stizma-rr
-To c,v4p4ctuors
change the official title to: "pro-life for those who
Hes Aur)
have the same viewpoint as me."
The message is simple. If you don’t believe in
abortion don’t have one.
Support the cause, buy the bumper sticker,
wear the T-shirt and stand on the corner and
preach.
And here’s a little news flaah for all the psychos
wanting to off these law abiding doctors you are
not the specially selected mercenaries for God.
He’s a big boy and can deal with the "sinners"
of the world by himself
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are purchasing can save your life
Not having enough money isn’t an excuse. The
San Jose Fire Department received 10,000 fire
detectors last year from a private company and
will give one detector per family until its stock
runs out.
More than 2,000 people will die this year in
the U.S. alone because they don’t have a working
smoke detector, according to the San Jose Fire
Department. There were 12 fire-related deaths
in San Jose and 127 injuries in 1997.
Smoke detectors might be a "geeky" thing to
think about, but it may just save your life or
someone who lives with you.
Currently, the campus residence halls have
smoke detectors in each room, and fire extinguishers and pull stations in the hallways.
The facilities staff check the smoke detectors
in each room about once a year, but how many of
the students who live in the halls have really
paid attention to the procedures they’re supposed to follow in case of a fire?
I bet more students have read the emergency
earthquake procedures that are attached to
most class greensheets.
It’s almost more feasible to remember to
change your car’s oil every 3,000 miles than to
remember to check the batteries in a smoke
detector.

But not changing your oil won’t endanger
your life. Not having a working smoke detector
just might.
And just because it’s raining this time of the
year, it is not a reason to think that you should
not worry about a fire outbreak.
According to the fire department, the winter
season is the time of the year that fire is most
likely to happen.
It’s possibly because the cold weather causes
people to start up the fireplace or use space
heaters more.
Whatever the cause of a house fire, it’s better
to be well -prepared.
Smoke detectors will do just that, detect
smoke in case of fire.
But students, faculty and staff also need to
follow a few simple rules according to the
National Health and Fire Safety Bureau.
An escape plan to help you get out quickly if
a fire occurs.
If you smoke, use a non-tip ashtray and soak
cigarette butts (or whatever you’re smoking) in
water before tossing them into the trash.
When cooking, keep burners free from combustibles.
Space heaters should be three feet away
from comforters or anything else that can catch
on fire.
If an electrical appliance smokes or smells
funny, unplug it immediately and have it serviced before using it again.
If a fire should happen, remember to crawl
under the smoke. Even if you don’t get burned,
you can get seriously hurt by smoke inhalation.
It’s never to early to prepare yourself for a
fire. But it can be too late.

K enough is freakin’ enough.
These radical anti-abortion people have flipped their lids.
They’re out of their minds to be crying about First Amendment rights.
Hello you losers how about the
basic right of these care providers to
breathe and live and let their families
live?
I’m talking about the Web site
referred to as the Nuremberg files,
which included the "Deadly Dozen"
wanted posters.
These posters published names,
addresses, phone numbers, routes to
work and children’s names of 12 abortion doctors.
It also offered cash rewards for anyone who can
convince these doctors to change their childkilling ways.
A federal jury on Feb. 2 ruled the Web site was
a real threat and issued a fine, but $107.9 million
in fines isn’t nearly enough of a penalty.
AB a journalist, I’m very pro-First Amendment
and very anti -censorship.
But I’m also very pro-privacy and anti-life
endangerment, and the Web site crossed that line.
The key point being endangering lives.
This is not aimed at the general pro-life supporters, who have their beliefs and function normally in society.
This is aimed at the radicals who take an issue
too far, pass judgment and take it upon themselves to forcibly control others.
So my message to you extremists is: Have freedom of speech and expression.
Publish all the bloody fetuses you want.
Pass judgment all you want.
Try to above your black and white viewpoint
down the throats of those of us who live in a world
with shades of gray, all you want peaceably.
You have that right.
You have the right to picket and protest and try
to change legalized abortion.
What you don’t have is the right to endanger
lives. That’a why there are simple rules such as
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Brandy Sailors is a Spartan Daily staff writer
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Moss sobers
LONDON(AP) Supermodel
Kate Moss says she regularly
used to swill champagne and
smoke pot before strolling down
the catwalk.
The waif-thin 25-year-old,
who recently dried out at a posh
London clinic, told The Face
magazine that she also used to
carry a hip flask full of vodka on
fashion shoots and often began
drinking at 10 a.m.
"I kind of lost the plot there a
little bit," said Moss, who began
boozing and drugging at 12
two years before she began modeling.
"In France and London we’re
allowed to smoke pot all day. ...
I’m changing. But I’ve always
liked that lifestyle," Moss said.
Moss checked into the clinic
in November and now attends
meetings
of
Alcoholics
Anonymous
and Narcotics
Anonymous.

in prison.
He was released on $18,000
bail.
His prior run-ins with the law
include allegations that he fired
at police, threatened to kill his
ex-girlfriend, shoplifted a pair of
shoes and failed to pay child supPod.
Jones’ attorney did not immediately return a call Thursday.

Soul awards
BEVERLY HILLS, Calif (AP)
Lauryn Hill, Kelly Price and
R. Kelly led the nominees for the
Soul Train Music Awards.
The
winners
will
be
announced March 26 during a
syndicated TV ceremony from
Los Angeles.
Hill received four nominations Wednesday.
Price got three, and Kelly was
nominated twice.
The Quincy Jones Award for
career achievement will be given
to Luther Vandross.

study. More than 66 times as
many cars and trucks are in use
as snowmobiles and all -terrain
vehicles.
Due by September 2000, the
new rules are likely to force
manufacturers to redesign or
replace the two-stroke engine
standard on snowmobiles and
some ATVs. The changes could
add several hundred dollars to
the vehicles’ retail prices.
"It is definitely none too soon,"
said Russell Long, executive
director of the Bluewater
Network, a coalition of environmental groups. "The EPA
dragged their feet for many
years before looking at these
sources of pollution."
Standards also will be developed for forklifts, compressors,
generators and similar gasolinepowered equipment.
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Sparta Guide
Today
Daily Mame
Catholic Campus Ministry will
hold mass at 12:10 p.m. at the
Campus Ministry Center, located
at the corner of 10th and San
Carlos streets. For more information, call Father Bob at 938-1610.
Chinese Campus Fellowship
Movie day from 2:30 p.m. to
4:30 p.m. in Almaden Room,
Student Union. For more information, call Esther at 298-4693.

Saturday
African Unity Summit
African Awareness Month
Planning Committee and Black
Student Union will host the summit
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. in Sweeny Hall,
room 100. For more information, call
Felicia at 294-2231.

Tech data

WASHINGTON (AP) State
officials and civil liberties groups
are fearful that privacy violations could arise from a planned
national databank of driver’s
license photos.
Those fears were heightened
ST PAUL, Minn. (AP) -When Gov. Jesse Ventura wel- Thursday when they learned
comes Czech President Vaclav that the Secret Service helped
Havel this spring, there will be finance the undertaking by a prirock ’n roll and Ventura wants vate company.
The company developing the
people to know it’s Havel’s idea,
LONDON (AP)
"Full
databank says there’s nothing to
not his.
Monty" star Robert Carlyle
Appearing live on "The Lat,e, worry about the photos would
opted for full exposure Thursday
Late Show with Tom Snyder" on only be used to combat check
when Queen Elizabeth II asked Wednesday
night, Ventura said fraud and other crimes involving
him what he’d been up to lately. he met
the misuse of personal identiwith the Czech ambas"Well, I have been trying to sador, who
said Havel dislikes fication. And the Secret Service
kill James Bond this week: he black-tie affairs.
wouldn’t have access to the photold the queen during a ceremo"Then I almost tipped over tos or the system, officials said.
ny to bestow upon him the backwards
But lawmakers who arranged
in
my
chair
when
he
Officer of the Order of British said (Havel) also gets very bored the Secret Service funds for
Empire honor.
Image Data LLC of Nashua,
type of dinners.
Carlyle was sporting a severe at these
He said, ’Is there a chance N.H., suggested that the datahaircut for his role as the villain that there could be some
rock ’n bank could potentially be used to
in the next Bond film, "The roll?’" Ventura said.
fight terrorism and immigration
World Is Not Enough."
"I said to my communications abuses.
Although he is one of Britain’s people,
That has set off alarms
please get this out to the
best-loved actors, Carly.le could- public so
they don’t think that among privacy advocates and
n’t seem to believe he was really Jesse
state
officials who worry that
Ventura is now doing
at the palace.
something to get the president of what was billed as a system to
"The queen asked, ’How did the Czech Republic into rock ’n protect consumers from fraud
you get in here?"’ he joked.
could be used as a tool to track
roll."
Ventura said he plans to hire the activities of private citizens.
’This is a high-tech wolf in
a local rock band.
Snyder suggested that per- sheep’s clothing," said Marc
Rotenberg, director of the
haps a polka band might do.
LOS ANGELES (AP)
Rap
"Speak for yourself," Ventura Electronic Privacy Information
star ODB was arrested for said.
Center in Washington. "There’s a
allegedly wearing a bulletproof
lot more going on here than
vest a no-no because of
check verificatiolt*
previous arrests.
The three states that agreed
The rapper, whose real name
to sell their driver’s license phois Russell Jones, was driving
tos to Image Data South
erratically when he was pulled
Carolina, Florida and Colorado
WASHINGTON (AP)
over Tuesday night, Officer Mike Smoke-belching
were already trying to get out
snowmobiles
Partain said.
and all-terrain vehicles are in for of agreements after consumers
"He didn’t have a driver’s an overhaul. The
Environmental voiced concerns about how the
license, so the officers had him Protection Agency
is ready to photos would be used.
step out of the vehicle and write the first emission
The disclosure Thursday by
noticed he was wearing body dards for the machines stanafter The Washington Post that the
armor," Partain said. "A check finding they are the source
of company received $1.46 million
found he had prior violent felony significant air pollution in some from the Secret Service for the
arrests and he was taken into cities.
project gave new ammunition to
custody."
The machines emit 25 percent state officials, who said they
Jones, 30, was booked for as many hydrocarbons as all the weren’t informed of the federal
investigation of possessing body nation’s cars and trucks put funding.
armor.
together, according to an EPA
He could get up to three years

’Body’ rocks

Royal hello

Beta Alpha Psi
Volunteer tax assistance from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. in Business
Classroom Buildings, room 309.
For more information, call Jackie
Compton at 977-3500 X2364.
Tsunami Anime Club
Bi-weekly meeting with video
showings at noon in Washington
Square Hall, room 109. For more
information, call Ian at 973-2534.

Monday
Student Art Exhibits
The School of Art and Design
presents student art in the student
galleries from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in
the Art and Industrial Science
buildings. For more information,
call Scott or Jenny at 924-4330.
Advertising Club
The club will host guests Robert
Martines of KICU and Eric
Strangeager of KSJO at 6:30 p.m.
in Dudley Moorhead Hall, room
163. Potential members welcome.
For more information, call Rene
Caparroa at (510/ 791-8934.

ODB cuffed

Greener rule

Black Graduation Committee
Weekly meeting from 5 to 6
p.m. in Washington Square Hall,
room 214.

Tuesday

Golden Key National Honor
Society
General meeting at noon in
Guadalupe Room, Student Union
For more information, call Stacie
Hero at l831) 427-6219.

Student Life Center
Breaktime activities for late
afternoon and evening students
from 4 p.m. to 5:45 p.m. in
University Room, building 37. For
more information, call Jane Boyd
at 924-5950.

Episcopal Canterbury
Community
Free dinner and discussion for
Lenten bible series from 5:90 p.m
to 7 p.m. at Campus Ministry
Center. For more information, call
Katherine or Geoff at 275-1346.

Le Cercle Francais
The club will present "The
Accompanist,’ a French film with
English subtitles at 7 p.m. in
Sweeny Hall, room 100. For more
information, call Jean -Luc Desalvo
at 924-4611.

Thursday

Student Art Exhibits
The School of Art and Design
presents student art in the student
galleries from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in
the Art and Industrial Science
buildings. Jack Stauffer, San
Francisco printer and typographer
will hold a lecture, with a public
reception from 5 to 8 p.m.in the
Art Building, room 133. For more
information, call Scott or Jenny at
924-4330 or Andy at 024-4328
regarding the lecture.
Marketing Association
Discussion with recent graduates from 4:30 p.m. to 5:45 p.m. in
Council Chambers, Student Union.
For more information, call Hanh at
251-1653.

Wednesday

Student Packaging Association
General meeting from noon to 1
p.m. in Costonoan Room, Student
Union. For more information, call
Peter Matthews at 298-9657.
Student Art Exhibits
The School of Art and Design
Presents student art in the student
galleries from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in
the Art and Industrial Science
buildings. For more information,
call Scott or Jenny at 924-4330.
Daily Mass
Catholic Campus Ministry will
hold mass at 12:10 p.m. at the
Campus Ministry Center, located
at the corner of 10th and San
Carlos streets. For more information, call Father Bob at 938-1610
Student Art Exhibits
The School of Art and Design
presents student art in the etudent
galleries from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in
the Art and Industrial Science
buildings. For more information,
call Scott or Jenny at 924-4330.

A.S. Student Elections
Make-up orientation from 1:45
p.m. to 3:00 p.m. in Pacheco Room,
Student Union. For more information, call Robyn Jones at 924-5955.
Financial Aid Workshop
Re -Entry Advisory Program will
hold workshop from noon to 1:30
p.m. in Pacheco Room, Student
Union. For more information, call
Jane at 924-5950.

Sparta Guide is provided free of charge to
students, faculty and staff The deadline for
entries is noon, three days befrire desired pub
Iscation date. Entrv forms cur aoailable in the
Spartan Daily Ohre Space restrictions may
require editing of sulmussions.

REALITY CHECK

BY DAVE WHAMOND
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Quotefor the Daily
"Rappers are fearless. We have the power to generate
thoughts, make people second guess the system. So, of
course, I become an enemy of the system when I talk
about the system ... And maybe that’s what really scares
people about rap
not that it has the power to stir up
trouble, but that is makes us think about troubles we’d
just as soon shove under the table."

w/F4AMAJO 5-11 www cormczone con,
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Ice Cube
rap artist

Web
guru needed

Pain in the neck?!

computer soence or related held student
dawn, est up marl-Item existing web arts

...and Bac
...and shoulders
..and arms & hands
.... and legs, knees, fee

www.h011slic.hea In) com
lel: 408-294-7692
tax’ 408-294.7656

Why risk your health or
the health ofyour
Affordable Health Insurance
Great Plans, Excellent Doctors, Top Carriers,
Low rates, 19 years of Experience,
Plans
Dental Vision Individual Group Short Term
Call Blockhouse Insurance Agency
for an Immediate Quote
806-0982 Licence#0706695
(868)
Toll Free
Se Habla Espanol

C 1998 UF S Inc

CALL TODAY!’
Dr. Dan Ho

uto

FREE
*Spinal Exam
Consultation

1

Join us this Friday for SI Beers*, SI Sodas and SI Hot Dogs.
Also, if you are under 30, admission is just SI.

First Race 7:15pm

1996 Atlanta summer
Olympic Doctor

or work related accident?

ou need an irrrneciate chiropractic exarrinatice

tRIDAY’S
AT BAY MLADO S
Beers served from 630 to 930pm

Chiropractor
2356 Alum Rock Ave.
San Jose, CA. 95116

and
Peace Center
San Jose, CA. 95112

48 S 7th St. S.J.

4104

(RT APPOINTMENT ONLY)

TEL: 408 729-5629 (both locations)

For

information call (650) 574 - RACE

West of HWY 101 off HWY 92 in San Mateo Cal Train sto at our door www ba eadows.com

assumumsammappmesesmussemagu
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Spartan rally falls short, lose to No. 6 Hawai’i
Fedoseyeva was one player who
was not satisfied with the result.
"(The two goals I scored) may
Despite constant cold rain and or may not have made much of a
a pressing attack by the difference. For the first minutes of
University of Hawai’i, the the garne, we just were not there
women’s water polo team man- mentally, and we were not ready,"
aged to score three goals and tie she said.
the game in the third quarter of
Garcia said she could underThursday’s match.
stand her teammate’s frustration.
The few spectators who came to
"It just wasn’t enough: Garcia
the San Jose State University said. "I think we need to come out
Aquatic Center, then saw with more intensity. We could’ve
Hawail’s Katie Hill score her beat this team. We have the talfourth goal of the day to put the ent. But if we relax any tiny bit,
Rainbows ahead 7-6. Michele we lose."
Wong added another goal to put
’We need t.43 learn how to finish
the sixth-ranked team in the our opponents, to put on the fincountry up 8-6.
ishing touc," Garcia said.
"It’s annoying that we play
these tight games and all it takes
’Thursday’s score
is one goal to tie or win it. Winning
teams learn how to handle the
Howol’i Roonbows
emotional wear and tear that
takes place over the season. Today
Sport’ons
we took another lesson," Garcia
added.
A goal by Spartans team capEven though the Spartans
tain Elizabeth Garcia - with a have a losing record (3-7), they are
little more than two minutes left ranked ninth in the country. They
- gave the tetun some more spir- have a chance to rise in the standit. However, the lunges of Hawai’i ings Feb. 27 and 28 in a tournagoaltender Christa Tackaberry ment at Santa Barbara.
was enough to counter freshman
Some of the teams they will
Neva West’s hvo thrusting shots, play - University of Southern
one coming with only three sec- California,
of
University
onds left.
California Davis and San Diego
After the game, it wasn’t just State University to name a few the heated pool that was letting are ranked ahead of the Spartans,
off steam.
and victories could greatly
The Spartans showed they are improve SJSU’s standing.
tired of close losses.
"We have to learn how to win
"The fact that we came back close games. This is a competitive
from 6-3 is the good news," SJSU year for this conference," Tully
coach Lou Tully said. "The bad said.
news is that we should not have
But if they plan on winning,
been down that far in the first the Spartans realize they can’t
place."
start off by playing catch-up, or
Garcia finished the game with they’ll be left out in the cold.
three goals. Inna Fedoseyeva had
"We need to wake up quicker,"
two and Dottie and Neva West freshman goalie Elizabeth Holtz
each finished with a goal.
said.
By D.S. Perez

StaffWriter

lair*

Dal Sugano/Spartan Daily

Neva West (behind), art major, struggles for a ball during the
women’s water polo competition against the University of Hawai’i
Thursday at the San Jose State University Aquatics Center. SJSU

lost 8-7. West’s last second shot hit off the cross bar to preserve the
win for the No. 6 Hawan Rainbow Wahine.Despite its 3-7 record
SJSU is ranked No. 9 in nation.

Spartan guard
Michael Ouinney
(10) attempts to
split the strong
defense of Utah
guard Jeremy
Killion (32) in
Thursday’s 71-49
loss to the
University of Utah
at the San Jose
State University
Event Center

Utah muscles past Spartans
By Shane Lewis
seddrwn’rer
The University of Utah 121-4)
showed the crowd of 4.411 in the
Event Center why it is ranked
No. 13 in the nation and is the
top team in the Western Athletic
Conference Pacific Division with
a 21 -point victory over the
Spartans (11-13).
Thursday’s Score

Seterely - SJSU

IIVU a p.m.

For most of its 71-49 win in
Thrusday’s game, the Utes dominated San Jose State University
and kept control of the game
with its solid defense and shooting.
"As the game went on, Utah
held their ground. We did not do
a good job of making plays
because of guard pressure. They
shot the ball extremely well,"
Spartans head coach Phil
Johnson said. ’We never really
challenged them during the
game."
The Spartans shot only 40 percent, making 16 of its 40
attempted field goals and turned
the ball over 18 times.
"We made a lot of mistakes
and turned over the ball
unforced," Spartans guard Will

Trawick said. "We defeated ourselves."
During the beginning of the
game, it looked as if the game
would be a close one with both
teams trading one or two point
leads, but then Utah took control.
It was 11 minutes into the
first half when Utah gained its
first double-digit lead, scoring 11
straight points in six minutes to
get a lead of 29-17, and the
Spartans were never able to get
closer than 12 points from then
on.
"I know we played hard
tonight. Our defense was good
and we rebounded well," said
Rick Majerus, head coach of the
Utes. "INe don’t usually beat ourselves."
Tony Harvey led Utah with 17
points in the game, followed by
guard Andre Miller who had 15
points and forward Hanno
Mottola with 13 points.
Trawick scored 14 points for
the Spartans and led everyone
with 11 rebounds. Spartans
guard Terrence Richmond was
also in the double digits with 11
points in the game.
Briefly, during the second half,
the Spartans attempted to rally
and went on a 9-0 run and were
getting the crowd pumped up,
but Utah ended that with a timeout call.
"They called a time out. It
made us relax again," Richmond
said. "It took our momentum
away."
Utah is still undefeated in

league play. The team is No. 13 in
the nation.
"The next game we win, we
win the league," Majerus said.
"We’re not playing to lose, we’re
playing to win."
Currently, the Spartans are
ranked sixth in their division,
and in order to play in the WAC
tournament in Las Vegas they
must finish in the top six of their
division.
"VVe need to win our next three
games," Richmond said. "We need
to play harder, watch our
turnovers, make good decisions
on offense and defense and make
our free throws."
The Spartans will play
Brigham Young
University
Saturday in its last home game
of the season

Ut(11)

- 71-49

Uteh (71)
taottola 4.11 5.5 13. Jensen 3.5 1.2 I. Afthotl 3.4
0-0 6. Makw 5.13 5-6 15. Axton 2-6 2-2 14. Sharp
0.0 0.0 0, Haney 7. 0-I 17. Cukor) 1.1
6.
Heuese00-0 0-0 O.
0, Crockett 0.
0 0-0 O. Dian, 0-0 0-0 0 Totals 25.46 16.22 71

Johnston 0-0 0-0

tv

LAU (40)
Rlehrnon1 3.6 5.6 11, ’Nona 4.11 64 14.
Cunha), 1.6 0-1 3. Murray 3-6 0-0 6 Orillr 2.4 00 4. Powell 2.4 2.2 7, McCullough 1-2 2.2 4,
Hannon 0-0 0-0 O. Merlons 0.0 0-0 O. Prealon 0-1
0.0 0 Totals 16.40 15.22 49
Halttlma - Ulan 33. SJSU 2
3-pe174 goal - utan 5.12 (Haney 3-3. Cullen i.
1, JNISOM 2.5 Kitkon 0-2. Milkr 0-3) SJSU 2.6 I
Powell 1-2 Ouonney 1.4 McCullough 0-1.
Illehmond 0-2) Pouted out - Altholf.Uish
Rebounds - Vtith 26 Glacier) 111. SJSU
(Trawck 111 Motets - Utah 13 (Jones.. Mins
3) SJSU 7 (Powell 3) Totals Paula - Ulah 19.
SJSU 20 A - 4 411

Big Apple: Hello Rocket, Good-bye Wells
TAMPA, Fla. (AP) - Roger
Clemens was enough to make the
New York Yankees tinker with
perfection.
Even if it meant giving up
David Wells.
Even if it meant disrupting the
record-setting team that won 125
games last year and the World
Series.
Especially if it meant getting
the only five-time Cy Young award
winner in the history of baseball.
"I always coveted Roger
ClemerA for the Yankees and New
York: owner George Steinbrenner
said Thursday after obtaining
in
from Toronto
Clemens
exchange for Wells, reliever
Graeme Lloyd and second baseman Homer Bush.
‘We’ve got a group of warriors
here and we’re getting a very big
warrior: Steinbrenner said. ’He’s
a monster He’s just, ’Give me the
ball’ - a real competitor."
As for Wells, he left the
Yankees’ first day of spring training in tears after speaking with
Steinbrenner a nd manager Joe

Thrre.
I’m a little emotional right
now,’ Wells said. "Give me a couple
days. It’s a little tough right now.’
New York and Toronto actually
late
deal
the
completed
Wednesday night, but delayed the
announcement to tell Wells in person.
’He took it like a real man. He
took it better than I took it,"
Steinbrenner said.
"Boomer," as the 35-year-old
left-hander is known throughout
the Bronx and beyond, has been
the toast of New York since pitching a perfect game against
Minnesota at Yankee Stadium on
May 17.
He’s coming off the best season
of his career, 18-4 with a 3.49
ERA.
Mr. Perfection was also Mr.
Personality, as far ns Yankee fans
were concerned.
They loved his loud mouth and
hie loud music - Metallica was a
favorite. They loved his beer belly
and the way he loved The Babe.
-There’s going to be a lot of bars

Frank Cava/Sparain
Daily

going out of business in New
York," Yankees pitcher David
Cone said. "He almost became a
cult hero overnight. Last year
with the perfect game, he made
his mark in Yankees history. He
can be proud of that. He won’t be
forgotten."
But even Cone knew some fans
would surely be upset.
’I’m sure there are mixed emotions among the fans," he said.
"(But) as soon as Rocket throws
his first 15 -strikeout night at
Yankee Stadium, people will be
oohing and wowing, saying, ’What
a catch!’ "
Clemens was as speechless as
Wells, for different reasons.
"I’m just trying to catch my
breath after last night’s and this
morning’s events," he said during
a telephone conference call from
Houston.
"They are the champions," said
the 36-year-old right-hander, who
has never won a Series ring. just
want to slide in the side door and
go to work with these guys and
hopefully fit nght in."
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REALITY CHECK

BY DAVE WHAMONO
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The SPARTAN DAILY
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classified columns of the Spartan
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verified by the newspaper.
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EMPLOYMENT
TEACHER’S AIDE for Preschool
Child Care Program, 2-6pm M-F.
Call Gardner Children’s Center
9981343. Immediate opening.
Child dev, rec. human perform.
majors encouraged to apply.
E0E.RECEPTION/SALES ASST.
FT motivated w/comp skills to
assist sales staff in restaurant
supply house. Fax: 408-2883604.

.1y

in
ve
Ely

i’t
)r

VALETPARKERS - Valets needed
for P/T eves & weekends. Fun,
flexible job during school. Park
cars for weddings. parties and
special events in the Los Gatos
area. Must be outgoing, friendly,
and neat in appearance. No
previous experience nec. Must be
able to drive a 5 spd and have a
valid CDL and your own transp.
Eam up to $12.00/hr with Tips.
Call Michael @ Golden Gate Valet
(800) 825-3871.

7,"
litz

ACCOUNTING CLERK Needed
Excellent math, people, logic,
phone & organizational skills are a
must. Basic computer skills will
be required. This is a part time
position. Mandatory hours are
9:30 - 2pm (20 hrs/wk) Monday
through Friday. Fax resume with
salary history to 408/554-9598.

9

VALET PARKING ATTENDANTS
Ambnious & energetic people
needed, FT/PT. Eam $8-$15 per
hour (average). Flexible, will work
around your school schedule.
Lots of fun and eam good money.
Call (408) 867-7275. leave
voicemail or email us at
minv.corinthianparking.com .
Leave name and number where
you can be contacted.
VETERINARY ASSISTANT PT or FT
Interesting won, veth nice people.
Call 374-6114 Campbell.
DELUXE DRIVING SCHOOL is
hiring behind the wheel &
classroom Instructors. Part time
now leading to full time summer
good pay. No Experience
required. We will train you. Hip
Over
school
grads.
18 good health & no aiminai record.
999 W San Carlos St. 408-971.7557 www.deluxedriving.com
FOOD SERVICE/ESPRESSO EtAR/
HOSING. FT & PT positions avail
able in busy family style restau.
rant located in Sunnyvale. All
shifts avail. flex hrs. $9/hr to
start. Please call 733-9446. ask
for Julia or Wendy.
SIGN PLACER
Looking for extra income?
Rex P/T. W/E Hrs. WI’ gape sign
routes in Silicon Valley area.
Need reliabe truck with insurance.
New Directions Sign Service
365 Woodview Dtive k300
Morgan Hill, CA 95037
Fax: (408) 778-7392
$1,000’s VAZE10.111 Stuff
envelopes at hare for $2 earn
pus bonuses. F/T, P/T. Make
$800+ weekly. guaranteed,
Froe supplies. For details,
send one stamp to: 428, 12021
Wilshire BI., Suite 552.
Los 1.4 wit,. CA90025.
$1500 WEDILY POTENTIAL mail
ing our circulars. Free information.
Call 202-452-5901.
AFTER SCHOOL CHILD CARE
needed. Loving family is looking for
someone to spend the afternoon
with chikiren ages 7 & 10. Some
tutoring may be required. Car
neoessary. Num Rock area. M & W 2
- 6pm. Call 2541139 exenings.
RECEPTIONIST
Part or Full time. Answer Phones,
General Office Work.
Fax Resume to 271.7911.
Certain advertisements In
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addresses for
additional Information.
ClIffielled readers should be
1111111ffiled Viet. *ben making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
carefully investigate al flnns
offering employment INtIngs
orcoupons for discount
vacations or merchandise.

A

PART-TIME NANNY 20+ hours
per week. Start March 1st. Afternoons & some evenings. Must
have owr car. Must be flexible,
organized, positive attitude. 3
Elementary school children (610).
Help with homework, chores and
meals. Transport to activities,
possible live-in or out. Call Ann
Marshall, M - F. (51408792-4147.
INSTALLER/SIGN FABRICATOR:
Attention to detail a must! Related
experience preferred. Will be fabricating and installing signs. Room
for advancement. Good DMV. Able
to lift 50 lbs. 30-40 his MF/Beneftts
New Directions Sign Service
365 Woodview Drive #300
Morgan Hill, CA 95037
Fax: (408) 7787392

DRAFTING: Sound. Coryirruticairn
& Security. Co. seeking a Drafting
Person w/draft & Comp. Exp. PT
Flex hrs MF. 5 min cffie horn SJSU.
Call Dan 408-993-0560 ext 107
or fax 408-292.8887.
dverondePspartanengineering.co

TEACHERS WANTED
’KIDZ KLUB"
the On-Site Child
Care Center of the
DANIELSSON CHANG
LAW OFFICES.
has openings for
P/T and F/T teachers.
The center provides full time
care for law office staff
children and dropin care for
children of clients while
they are visiting our ofhce.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
- just energy. creativity, and a
LOVE OF CHILDREN!
CALL (4081364-0345

SUMMER NIANAGEMENT POSITIONS
Now hinng hqh achieving students
for a managerial
posrtion,
which through training, support.
effort & integrity. results in personal 8, professional growth.
Average earnings $9200.
www.varsitystudent.com
1-804295-9675.
WANT TO EARN EXTRA MONEY
IA LOVE CHILDREN??
TOP PAYI
Immediate temp/perrn
substitute positions as
TEACHERS or ASSISTANTS
at After School Programs,
Day Care Centers. Etc.
(408)866-8550

ADMIN. ASST to support Ease Dir.
of nonprofit childcare center.
Energetic. flexible. detail oriented.
Must have good interpersonal.
organizational, clerical & strong
computer skills. Resume to:
Gardner Children’s Ctr. 611 Willis
Ave. San Jose. CA 95125.
!BULLDOG GOLF CO. is hiring
sales representatives for our
JOB OPPORTUNITIES!!!
office located adjacent to SJSU.
BALANCE ’Your Staffing Solution" No experience needed. We will
2355 De La Cruz Blvd.
train. Minimum of $10 per hour
Santa Clara. CA 95050
to $20 per hour + bonuses +
TEL: 408-980-9000
incentives. Fun environment.
FAX: 408-980-9950
408-971-1645.
www.balancestaff.com
Positions Available: Warehouse. CAMP TAKAJO for Boys. on Long
Clerical, Administrative Assistant. Lake. Naples. Maine. Noted for
Mcnufactunng, Customer Service. picturesque location. exceptional
facilities, and outstanding programs.
REPUTABLE MONTESSORI
June 22 - August 22. Over 100
looking for
counselor positions in tennis,
baseball. basketball. soccer,
INFANT TEACHER ASSISTANT
lacrosse. golf. roller hockey,
(12:00 - 6:30) MF and
.swimming, sailing, canoeing,
TEACHER ASSISTANT
M.F.
Araterskiing. scuba. archery. nfteiy,
(7:30-3:30)
Contact Lisa at 408-723-5140. weight
training,
journalism,
photography, video, woodworking.
STUDENT JOBS, Financial Aid or ceramics. crafts. fine arts, nature
Paid Internships for national study, radio & electronics. dramatics.
media organization, part time. piano
accompanist,
music
M -F, flexible hours to fit your instrumentalist/band director,
schedule. Kristie: 408-360-1370. backpacking. rockciimbing. ropes
general
course
instructor.
DAYCARE TEACHERS.
(w/youngest boys). secretarial,
K-8 school seeks responsible
nursing, kitchen staff. Call Mike
individuals for extended daycare, Sherbun at 8002508252 or email.
P/T h the afternoon. No ECE units takajoftbaol.com.
required. Previous experience with
children preferred. Please call
CREDIT UNION ASSISTANTS Job
244-1968 x 16NO BOSSI WORK Code 35SPD. Par1Time & Full FROM HOME Health, Fitness,
Time. No Weekends. No Sales
Nutrition.
Quotas. Minimum $11.50/hr to
start. Provide member and teller
$500 - $3.000/mo.
P/T or F/T
services. Requires HS Diploma or
equivalent, 1 yr teller experience.
No experience necessary!
good communication & PC skills.
(888)590.7642 or
We offer generous compensation
(468)879-8342.
and benefits including medical.
TPART-T1ME CHILDCARE NEED- dental. vision. special employee
ED for our hvelve month-old
loans and opportunities for tuition
daughter in our Willow Glen home. assistance. Qualified candidates
Tuesdays and Thursdays prefer. should fax or send resume to
408-756-2565, STAR ONE FCU.
abiy. Excellent pay. References
required. 4081436-8611 x 167. HR Dept P.O. Bca 3643, Sunnyvale.
CA 94088-3643. Please include
WEEKEND FIELD MGR. P/T job code.
Weekend work. Flex hours.
Will evaluate sign routes.
Acnoa DAY NURSERY/PRIMARY
Must own truck with insurance.
PLUS seeking Infant. Toddler. and
New Directions Sign Service
Prtridiod Teachers and Aides. F/T &
365 WoocNiew Drive #300
P/T positions available. Substitute
Morgan Hill, CA 95037
positions are also available that
Fax: (408) 7787392
offer flexible hours. ECE units are
required for teacher positions but
NSTRUCTIONAL AIDES Special not required for Aide positions.
Ed & Regular dass. $8.52-$12.10 ExCellent opportunity for Child
hour. Saratoga School Dist. Call Development majors. Please call
8673424x200 for application Cathy for an intenew at 244-1968
& information. Immediate Need. or fax resume to 248-7350.

DAILY CLASSIFIED -

BICYCLE MESSENGER
Parttime Flexible Hours.
Great for Students!
Serving Downtown SanJose.
Inner City Express.
22 W. Saint John St. San Jose.

BE FLEXIBLE...
Europe $448 r/t ’NUS taxes
TRAVEL ANYTIME IN 1999!
Hawaii $119 o/w
Mexico,Canbbean SL99 r/t +taxes
CHEAP FARES WORLDWIDE!!!
GROOMER’S ASST/KENNEL HELP
CALL: 415-834-9192
needed for small, exclusive shop
www.airhitch.org
and kennel. PT, TuesSat. Must be
reliable, honest, able to do PhYsical work. Exp. working w/dogs preOPPORTUNMES
ferred, but will train. Goat wily for
dog
hr. I CAN SHOW YOU THE MONEYS$
lover!
$6.50
Can FAX resume to 408/377-0109
Start your own business with a
or Call 371.9115.
fast growing telecom company.
Huge income potential.
WANTED 29 PEOPLE
More info or a free seminar.
to get $$ PAID SE to lose up
Call 380.8200 #26252. Get a
to 30 lbs in the next 30 days.
Free $75 starter kit for attending.
Natural. Guaranteed.
email: ownbizi@pacbell.net
Call (888) 240-3718.

RFREE RADIO + $1250!
Fundraiser open to student
groups & organizations.
Earn $3-$5 per Visa/MC app.
We supply all materials at no
cost. Call for info or visit our
website. Qualified callers
receive a FREE Baby Boom Box
GE A STAR...
1-800-932-0528 x 65.
STAR Market Research is currently
www.ocmconcepts.com
recruiting people to participate
in upcoming Market Research
OVUM DONORS NEEDED
Women ages 2132. Healthy.
tests. Incentive paid. Hayward
(510) 4761279
Responsible. All Nationalities.
Give the Gift of Life!!!
INSTRUCTOR Teach independent $3.500 stipend & expenses paid.
Irving skills and provide support to
We especially need
developmentally disabled adults
Japanese and Chinese Donors.
living independently in Pleasanton
PLEASE CALL US AT INWFC
area. Car required. FT. $10/hr
(800) 314-9996
+ benes. User-friendly non-profit
agency. 510-832.7126.
CHILD DEVELOPMENT INC.
offers positions for
CRUSE NV EllerWYMENT Work- Directors Assistant Directors
ers earn up to $2.000+/month
Teachors Teacher Aides
(w/tips & benefits). World Travel! FT & PT opportunities available
Land -Tour jobs up to $5.000- working with infant/toddler.
$7.000/summer, Ask us how! preschool & school age children.
517 336-4235 Ext C60412
CDI/CDC offers a competitive
salary, excellent benefits package
TELEMARKETING
to FT & PT employees and an
Part/Full-Time. Day. Eve, and enriching work environment. For
Weekend shifts available. Sell positions avail at our centers in:
discount newspaper subcriptions. San Jose, Sunnyvale, Los Pato.,
Salary plus bonus. NEW location: Campbell, Saratoga, Cupertino,
31 N 2nd St. #270 408/4940200 Morgan HIll & Redwood City
Media Promotions. Call or come in
call (408) 371-99D3 or
TODAY!
fat resures to (408) 371.7685
e-mail: jandersonilledicdc.org
For more info about CDI/CDC &
$ EARN EXTRA CASH it
Up to $600/month
qualifications. call our 24 Hour
Jobline 1-888-9-CDICDC. EOE
Become a Sperm Donor
Healthy males. 19.40 years old
SECURITY
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Contact California Cryobank
Abcom Private Secunty
650324-1900, M-F. 84:30
We will train you.
Student Friendly.
FT. PT, Witdys & Minds.
ACUFACTS SECURITY
GREAT JOB FOR STUDENTS!
All shifts. Flexible Schedule.
Full & part time positions available
408247-4827
Paid training
Excellent benefits
A US INTRENATIONAL CO is lookNo experience necessary
ing for motivated individuals who
Apply in person at
can speak English, French, Japan555 D Meridian Ave. San Jose.
ese or any other languages to
Or call Laurie at 408-286-5880 help expand our business locally.
nationally and internationally.
DO YOU ENJOY WORKING WITH Free informational booklet. Call 1.CHILDREN? Small World Schools 800-458-9089.
is hiring Teaciwrs, Aides & Subs
for their school.age child care
centers in San Jose. ECE, CD.
ANNOUNCENIENTS
Psych. Soc. or Rec units required.
We offer competitive pay, excellent
"HOW MY FRIEND SAVED ME
training. and a great work environ
FROM SUICIDE"
ment. If you are interested call Magazine article available offIr*
(408) 2839200 ext. 21.
at WIPM.C1111111141111111.COM.
(408) 867-8255.
EPUTABLE MONTESSORI
looking for DAYCARE STAFF
person. Part-time (2:30-6:30).
Wonting with elementary aged
children. Contact Lisa at
408-723-5140

LocAL
____ RATES

TRAVEL

HELP WANTED
Eam extra cash!!! Make your own
hours!! Responsible students to
make/manage Citibank Plomotions
on campus. Free Giveaways!
Eam $400+/week. Call Tatvanna
at 1-800-950-8472 ext. 114.

SHARED HOUSING
ROOM FOR RENT $375/MO.
Free parking, utilities incl. 1 blk
from campus. 211S. 11th St. Big
screen TV, pool table. Call Kevin
el 408-275-1657.

RENTAL HOUSING
2 BDRM APARTMENT $975/mo
Security Type Building
Secure Parking
Close to Campus
Modern Building
Laundry Room
Village Apartments
576 South Fifth Street
(408) 295-6893

WORD PROCESSING
ANNA’S WORD PROCESSING
Term papers, thesis, resumes,
group prcsects,etc. Typewriter
for your applications for med/law
school, etc. Tape transcription.
Fax Machine. Notary Public.
Call Anna at 972-4992.
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
Theses. Tenn Papers, Resumes,
Grow Projects, etc. Pill formats,
specializing in APA. Micro/mini
tape transcnption. Fax Experienced,
dependable, quick retum.
Almaden/Branham area.
Call Linda (408)2644504.

ENTERTAINMENT
ACTORS WANTED
Interested in acting in a movie
being made on campus?
Call Amir 408-924-8633.

INSURANCE
BEST RATES on AUTO PISURANCE
Free Phone Quotes
No Driver Refused
4x4 ’s
Accidents
Cancelled
Tickets
D.U.I.
S.R. Filing
Good Student Discount
Call us now
408-244-9100
8am - 8pm Mon. -Sat.
ALL-COVERAGE INSURANCE

FOR NATIONAL/AGENCY RATE,S CALL

408-92A-3277

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.
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Rates:

3 lines
4 lines
5 lines
6 lines
$1 for

3-hne minimum
Two
Three
One
Day
Days
Days
$9
$5
$7
$10
$6
$8
$7
$11
$9
$10
$12
$8
each additional line

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

After the feth day, rate increases by $1 per day
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Additional words available in bold for S3 each

SEMESTER RATES
10-14 lines: $90
3-9 lines: $70
15-19 lines: $110

Please check

Five Adreses
Days
$13 city& sirs
$14
P,cer
$15
$16
Send check or money order to:
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jcse State University
San Jose, CA 95192-0149

available for these classifications.
in DBH 209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.

**Lost & Found ads are offered free,

ID code

? Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall. Room 209
Deadline 10 00 a m Iwo weekdays before publication
All ads are prepaid No refunds on cancelled ads
Rates for consecutive publications dates only
? QUESTIONS? CALL (400) 924-3277

Special student rates

3 lines for

$5.00 for a 3 line ad for

3 days, as a service to the

I

OnedaSSifiCatiOn:

_Campus Clubs’
_Greek Messages’
- Events’
_ifonouncements’
_Lost and Found**
_Volunteers’
_For Sale’
_Autos For Sale’
_Computers Etc ’
_Wanted’
_Employment
_Opportunities

Flental Housing
_Shared Housing’
Real Estate
Services*
Health/Beauty*
Sports/Thrills’
Insurance
Entertainment*
Travei
Tutonng
Word Processing
Scholarships

3 days. Ads must be placed in person

campus community.

INSTRUCTION
MEN & WOMEN
PERNtANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
or using chemicals. Let us
accepting students who wish to
excel in playing guitar or bass. All
permanently remove your
levels welcome: Beginning, unwanted hair. Back - Chest - Lip
Bikini Chin Tummy etc.
Intermediate or Advanced. Leam
any style: Jazz, Blues, Rock, Students & faculty receive 15%
Fusion. Funk, Reggae. or Folk. Call discount. First appt. 1/2 price if
Bill at 408-298.6124.
made before Axe 1, 1999.
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow.
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17. Cmbl.
(408) 379-3500.

MIME

DRAFTING TABLE AND STOOL,
$150 each. Excellent condition.
Call Kelly at 408264-4804.

SMACIE_S_
WRMNG HELI: (510)601-9554.
Highest quality wnting, editing,
ghostwriting. Essays. application
statements, reports , etc.
Please call Dave Bolick,MA. at
(510)601-9554 or
email bolickObest.com
VISA/MasterCard accepted.
FREE writing tips now available at
www.scadsmIcwritIng.com

’TUTORING
IN-UNGUAL TUTORIAL CENTER
Math: Algebra - Geometry
Statistics Trig - Calculus
Physics: Mechanics Electric
SAT - GED - CBEST - ESL - TOEFL
Computer Vis.Basic, Vis.C++
Spanish: All levels
Call: Michael 408-298-7576
Email: tutor90763@aol.com

INCOME TAXES
15% off w/ Student ID.
Ask about NEW
’98 Student Tax Credits!
CRS (408)281-3555. San Jose
or (510) 435-4061. Fremont.

HEALTH&BEAUTY
LOSE WEIGHT NOM
100 people wanted.
We’ll pay you to lose
up to 29 lbs in 30 days!
(408) 225-7250.

STUDENT DENTAL PLAN
Only $57.00 per year.
Save 30% - 6096
on your dental needs.
For info call 1-800-655-3225.

ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
247-74136

ADVERTISE
IN THE SPARTAN DAILY
CLASSIFIEDS!

\ Daily
pSSWORD
ACROSS
1 Use the postal
service
5 Dalai Lama’s
country
10 Praise
14 Italian wine city
15 Florida city
16 Gumbo
ingredient
17 Legal claim
18 Kingdom
19 Strategy
20 Aims for
22 Attorneys’
requests
24 Before. in verse
25 Invite
26 Leaves a mark
29 Healthful place
32 Widespread
destruction
36 Seabird
37 Aviator Earhart
39 Military addr.
40 Car device
43 Ostrichlike bird
44 Slices (turkey)
45 Poet’s new day
46 Indian city
48 Kesey or Olin
49 Mist
50 Caveman
Alley 52 - de cologne
53 Corps’ members
57 Glider’s need
61 Luau strings
62 Homed animal
64 Capri, e.g.
65 Color
66 Bar mixer
67 Rip
68 Finishes
69 Open land
70 Show boredom
DOWN
1 Beer ngredient

PREVIOUS PUTZLE SOLVED

MOM@ MUMD
OGIUM
ODOM 00111@ MOMMO
00140 MOM MMMOM
MUD UOMMOMMOOD
MUMMOM
MOMO
MO@ OMMU MU
MOOM EMU MOO
MUM @DOM MOO
MUM MOD MOM
OM MOM UMM
MOM
MMUMM
MUUMMUM OM
0121100M MUM IMMO
MOM ODOM MOOO
MOM
MOOD MOM
11:D 1998 Untied Festers Syndicate

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
21
23
26
27
28
29
30
3
33

Where Japan is
Caesar’s road
Tarried
Rich cake
Sherbets
Cote sound
Jazzy
Fitzgerald
Ronda city
Sunflower
State’s capital
Sooner St.
- Mountains of
Russia
Browns
Ums’ kin
Old-fashioned
exclamation
Basted
"- and
Punishment"
Make invalid
Smug smile
Annoy
Di actor Woody
Steam, e.g.

34 Musical work
35 Like "Kansas in
Augusr
37 Tnumphant cry
38 Psyche parts
41 Descendant
42 Contaminated
item
47 Lifts
49 Melancholy
51 Australian
city
52 Noteworthy
period
53 Remote-control
button
54 Similar
55 Split
56 Loafer
57 One
58 On the
Adriatic
59 Blemish
60 Sea
swallow
63 One - million

MEM AMAMI WIMMU
ME MEM NM=
MIMI MEM ME=
MINIM= imam=
ME
ME
dad= del MINIM
WM= MOMMWM id=
WIIMMEMIIMMINIMMEM
MINI MOM ME
MINIM II= IIIIMME
EMM
MEM
011111MOdd
MEM Mid= MR
MOM MEM MUM
dEMM MINIM MIME
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Vietnamese celebrate Tet
By Franklin Leave
Staff W’ri ter
A three-day Tet festival, celebrating the Year of the Cat, will
take place at the Santa Clara
County Fairgrounds this weekend.
More than 40 organizations
will honor the Vietnamese new
year.
Tet," is a shortened term for
"tet nguyen dan." Translated from
Vietnamese it means "the feast of
the first day."
The Vietnamese new year represents new hope for the
Vietnamese, and it is their biggest
holiday of the year, according to
Nhut Ho, the special event coordinator.
According to Ho, the 17th
annual festival is expected to
attract more than 50,000 people.
’The festival will feature traditional dancing, dragon dance,
martial art demonstrations,
Vietnamese and Asian cuisine,"
Ho said.
According to Ho, the festival
will be a celebration, but it will
also send an important social and
political message.
’The festival will include one
minute of silence for the victims of
the Vietnam war," Ho said.
A radio broadcast is pliumed to
be trruismitted live by Voice of

Amenca to Vietnam protesting
the injustices committed by the
communist government, according to Ho.
"Voice of America will broadcast our message because the Tet
festival is one of the largest festivals in the U.S., representing an
the
enormous
crowd
of
Vietnamese community. The
broadcast helps Vietnamese people in America let people in
Vietnam know how we feel about
their situation," Ho said.
According to Ho, the crowd will
probably get saddened by the
transmission because they will
remember their relatives living in
Vietnam and the bad situation
they are going through.
"People will get very sad after
the transmission, but we have
prepared a fireworks show to
make people smile again," Ho
said.
Pauline Pham is a representative
for
the
IndoChinese
Resettlement Culture Center, Inc.
She said one of the festival’s goals
is to make the younger generation
of Vietnamese people learn about
their culture and better understand the older generation.
"Our booth will feature a bilingual contest for children," Pharn
said. The contest will be about
Vietnamese and American history. This will help children learn

both languages at the same time
as well as learning about their
culture.
According to Chris Peluso,
president of Lamba Phi Epsilon, a
San Jose State University Asian
fraternity, the festival provides a
chance for he, his brothers and all
Asians to show pride in their heritage.
"It is an opportunity for all of
us to get to know the Vietnamese
community, learn about diversity
and understand each other better," Peluso said.
Admission will be $7 for adults
and $4 for kids.
According to Ho, about 6,000
tickets were distributed among
high school and elementary school
students for free.
"The purpose of giving away
tickets is to make it easy for the
youth to come and learn about
older traditions," Ho said.
Both Chinese and Vietnamese
cultures celebrate the sam% New
Year calendar, but their interpretation of the animal varies.
The Chinese people celebrate
the year of the rabbit instead of
the cat, according to Ho.
The festival is scheduled to
start at 6p.m. and then at 9 a.m.
Saturday and Sunday.
The fireworks and the VOA
transmission will take place from
6 to 8p.m. Saturday.

Blaze: Two firefighters injured
Continued from page 1

tion, she said.
Both of the injured firefighters
spread and the collapse of an had approximately 15 years of
outer wall, which injured the two service with the department,
Kohlmann said.
firefighters, Kohlmann said.
No other injuries were reportThere were a lot of people that
were actually right there fighting ed, according to Kohlmann.
the fire (when the wall colThe vacant building had been
scheduled for demolition by the
lapsed)," Kohlmann said.
The collapse occurred at about San Jose Redevelopment Agency,
5:15 p.m. A fire engine was also Mayor Ron Gonzales said.
"(The building) was scheduled
damaged when the wall came
to actually be demolished next
down.
Both of the injured men week," Gonzales said.
Although the police departreceived treatment at the San
Jose Medical Center, according to ment was on the scene, they were
Daniel Ross, nursing supervisor only there in a support capacity,
at the medical center. Peter according to Sgt. Dennis Dulezal
Araujo was treated for minor of the traffic enforcement unit.
"The police department’s only
injuries, according to Teresa
Zagalo, senior public safety dis- function at this point is traffic and
Marty crowd control," Dulezal said.
patcher for SJPD.
Heather Adona, a leasing conHoenisch was admitted for a fractured pelvis and right hip disloca- sultant at Villa Torino, located at

N. First and Julian streets, opposite the building that burned, said
her phone was ringing nonstop as
soon as news about the fire broke.
Because of Villa Torino’s proximity to the burning building, many
of the residents feared the worst.
"A lot of people figured that it
was their home on fire," Adona
said
Due to the instability of the
structure, arson investigators will
not enter the building until
Friday morning, Kohlmann said.
Until the cause of the fire has
been determined only the arson
investigators will : be allowed on
site, he said.
’The surroundings of the building will be safe guarded so nobody
will be able to get in," Kohlmann
said.
Margaret Bethel
contributed to this report

Office: first changes in 25 years
Continued from page 1
Senate
meeting,
Academic
University President Robert
Caret said all faculty offices will
be painted, rewired and have new
blinds installed.
"Every faculty office is going to
be renovated. Of course, that’s
going to cause other problems.
Faculty will have to clear their
offices during the renovations,"
Caret said at the meeting.
Skyberg said the project will
take about two-and -a-half years

to complete, with a projected budget of about $750,000. He said
each office will cost about $185 to
$200 to renovate.
The project is funded by the
deferred project budget, which
comes from the California State
University system.
"The money is coming from the
deferred project budget, not off
the top of the school budget. We
can use the money for paint, floorboard or tile, curtains and blinds,
but not carpeting," Skyberg said.
Johnson said the biggest con-

straint is getting access to the
offices. He said many faculty
members wanted the renovations
done over summer or winter
break, but the renovation crew
can’t work in an office without a
faculty member being there
because they don’t handle private
property.
"If people can double up and
share space, we can get our job
done faster," Johnson said. "Some
faculty said they will come in on a
certain day (during a break) to
move their stuff."

Friday, February 19, 1999

Did I just drop my keys?

_Cron Penello/Sporton Dash
Deborah Alono, of the facilities development and operations, tries to clean out a drain with her foot
Thursday. She was driving by and noticed puddle of water and checked to see if she could clean out
the drain.

Ebonics
Continued from page 1
John Ritford, professor of linguistics and director of African
American studies at Stanford will
be discussing African America
and the African Diaspora linguistic and educational connections.
Marcyliena Morgan, associate
professor of education at Harvard
University and University of
California Los Angeles, will present language use in the African
American community
Arnetha Ball, associate professor and coordinator of the literacy,
language and culture program in

language not race
the school of education at the
University of Michigan will introduce African American, perspectives of language and education.
According to Huebner, the
speakers are neither for nor
against Ebonics they’re just
talking about it, he said.
Some SJSU students have different opinions on Ebonies the
issue vs. the lecture that will be
held here on Friday.
"I probably won’t go. It has a
negative connotation," advertising
major Karim Azar said. "And
whether or not I agree with it, I
don’t have a decision on whether
it should be here or not."

Nursing student Liz Flett is
interested in attending the lecture and said she believes Ebonics
is a generation language rather
than a race issue.
"It’s a young thing. There is so
much diversity, especially in San
Jose" Flett said. "Fm a white girl
from Santa Cruz, and I talk
Ebonics."
Senior Joel Pascual said
Ebonics deals more with culture
than language.
"When I first heard of Ebonics,
they were malting it a race issue.
It’s not only African Americans,
it’s all cultures," Pasqual said.

IT’S 11:59 ON NEW YEARS EVE.
DO YOU KNOW WHERE YOUR DATE IS?

Greeks: coming out now easier
Continued from page 1
It’s kind of an isolating feeling," Bowen said. "You don’t think
there’s anyone else going through
it."
Fear of the unknown reactions
from family, friends and even
strangers can keep many homosexuals from coming out, Bowen
said. This fear has had an impact
on the sorority when it comes to
the number of pledges that
express interest each semester,
she said. Currently, Delta
Lambda Kappa has between 15 to
20 members.
"One of our officers is not openly gay fear of family finding
out; Bowen said. ’Hanging out
with a bunch of people that are in
a known gay sorority isn’t something that people want to risk."
Delta Lambda Kappa is recognized by the school as an independent sorority, but Bowen said the
sorority members haven’t had
much interaction with the other
Greeks on campus.
’They know we exist, they just
don’t know what we are," Bowen
said.
Currently, there are no openly
gay fraternities at SJSU.
Rob Pribble, president of Theta

Chi, said he does not know of any members in the past," Peabody
openly gay fraternity members at said. "You have to look past anySJSU, but he did not think it thing that would make you
would be a problem if there was. uncomfortable."
Sperling said her sisters at UC
Some individuals might have
problems dealing with an openly Irvine were open-minded. Coming
gay brother, Pribble said, but for out was a difficult decision for
most Greeks it wouldn’t be an Sperling, but she did it because
she thought it was important for
issue.
"I’m sure there would be some the Greeks to know someone who
guys that would have difficulty was gay. Although she was wordealing with the situation," ried about possible negative reacPribble said. "Some people tions, Sperling said she received a
haven’t been exposed to or dealt completely positive response from
her sisters and fellow Greeks.
with homosexuals."
"It only took a couple of hours
Mark Daigle, president of
Delta Upsilon, said his house has for it to hit the rest of the Greek
not dealt with the idea of a gay system," Sperling said. "Those
brother, simply because the topic who were uncomfortable with it, I
just never heard from."
never came up.
While she has never heard of
"I’m sure if you look at the statistics there’s a percentage that is an openly gay person pledging a
Greek house, Sperling
traditional
but
not
gay. People are in houses,
out," Daigle said. "If anything, it’s said she would encourage stukind of a ’don’t ask, don’t tell’ kind dents interested in the Greek system to consider pledging. For
of thing."
Alpha Phi President Jennifer those not comfortable with pledgPeabody echoed Daigle’s com- ing a traditional house, Sperling
ments regarding the possibility of suggested looking for a gay fratergay sorority sisters. The sorority nity or sorority.
"I would say the stereotype
wouldn’t have a problem accepting a gay member, according to that Greeks are homophobic is
false," Sperling said. "I had a
Peabody.
"I’m sure there have been gay great time (being Greek)."

Unity: celebrating culture
Continued from page 1
Center at S.ISIT, said it is nice to
see a festival that promotes positive feelings about black culture
and people. ’This is the happy
side of our cultUre," Gurhery said.

"This is what a black history celebration should be about. I’m
going to try to get out and go."
David Egans, a public relations
sophomore, said people should
attend the summit regardless

of their ethnicity
"Black History is everybody’s
history," Egans said. "It makes
people MOTE’ aware of other cul
tures, and that’s a good thing."

Ben Affleck Casey Affleck Dave Chappelle
Guillermo Diaz Angela Featherstone Janeane Garofalo
Gaby Hoffmann Kate Hudson Courtney Love Jay Mohr
Martha Plimpton Christina Ricci Paul Rudd
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IN THEATRES THIS FEBRUARY

